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Did you learn PowerPoint in 30 minutes? Join the crowd...most people get no more than a half-
hour of training time with PowerPoint before they are tasked with making what is likely to be a
first impression of themselves or their company. This book is for earnest presenters and
presentation designers who want to escape the perils that entrap so many who turn to
PowerPoint for their presentations.

About the AuthorRick Altman is one of the most widely-read authors on graphics and
presentations in the world, with 15 titles to his name. He is the host of The Presentation Summit,
an annual learning event for presentation professionals, and a presentations consultant to
companies and government agencies around the world. He is a regular speaker at industry
events that focus on better communications. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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canine Coco. Once in a while, my household rank improves to fourth… ForewordMy morning
routine starts with a 7:00a trip to my favorite local drive-thru latte stand and I’ve found that in just
10 minutes, I can be back in my office checking emails with a hot beverage in hand. Recently my
favorite spot went belly up so I drove a block further to another stand. “Double tall 20 oz. mocha -
light on the chocolate,” I requested. As far as lattes go, this order is pretty much a no-brainer so I
was frustrated to find that it didn’t taste at all like my usual drink. At lunch I tried another stand
and was frustrated with yet another version of a light chocolate mocha. The whole experience
left me scratching my head. Everyone used pretty much the same ingredients but the results
were dramatically different. The real magic is in the hands of the craftsperson, not their tools. For
the most part, presenters today have access to all the same tools as well. They have a version of
PowerPoint that isn’t more than a few years old, an image editing program and maybe even a
vector drawing application. But much like my latte experience, given the same basic ingredients,
presenters and presentation designers manage somehow to produce dramatically different
outcomes.One person using an older version of PowerPoint produces a masterful work of
personal communication art, while another using the latest software packages only manages to
build a mind-numbing, convoluted, self-indulgent presentation that does little to accelerate
information and ideas. If audiences really are asking for more and we have a higher level of
sensitivity to what doesn’t work, why do so many still fail to deliver on those higher expectations?
The answer is easy. Presenters and presentation designers still believe their presentations are
all about them. Audiences don’t care about how much fun presenters are having with
PowerPoint. Their brains go numb every time a presenter fills their screens with sub-sub-sub
level bullets. Use of animation is often gratuitous and the pervasive stock flavor of everything is a
constant reminder that their presentations are courtesy of Microsoft wizards, not a single original
thought. All this said, take heart. There are those helping us better navigate the presentation
design process and within these pages, Rick Altman helps shed some much needed light on
this important business communication process. He challenges what’s all too easy but also
provides some much needed insight into what does work and how to do it.If you’re like most
presenters or presentation designers, you’re looking for resources to help take your presentation
visuals to the next essential level. Read on and begin to fill up your personal toolkit with the kinds
of fresh insights and creative skills you can put to use in your next presentation. Your audiences
want more. It’s time to finally deliver for them. Thanks To...It might take a village to raise a child,
and there are times when I feel a book cannot adequately be written without an entire
community. I am fortunate to be part of a phenomenal one. The professional presentation



community has many gathering points today, not the least of which is the Presentation Summit,
the annual end-user conference which I have hosted since 2003. Each year, I have been
privileged to have met some of the most passionate, enthusiastic, and dedicated presenters,
designers, and content creators anywhere in the world. Their group energy is an almost
intoxicating call to action for anyone who thinks out loud in public and I am so very grateful for
having them in my head throughout this process. And surprise, surprise, I don’t have to venture
past this group to assemble an excellent team of editors: Chantal Bossé is a gifted trainer and
presentations specialist from Quebec Canada. She is not only an eagle-eye through the text, but
with English as her second language, she is a great reality check against some of my runaway
jargon. She now knows what bass-ackwards means, so the relationship has been of mutual
benefit. Geetesh Bajaj is one of the legions of the Microsoft Most Valued Professional team of
dedicated volunteers who help PowerPoint users with issues and questions. A trainer and
consultant based in India, Geetesh creates custom PowerPoint presentations and templates and
is a featured speaker on presentation technologies. Sandra Johnson blends impeccable design
sense, practical slide-making expertise, and fastidious attention to detail. In other words, she
dings me on bad-looking slides as well as misplaced modifiers...nothing that a few sessions of
therapy won’t solve... (Oh, and she doesn’t like when I use ellipses.) Finally, three cheers for a
wonderful group of readers of previous editions who offered to give the third edition an early
read: Valerie Carnett, Talahasse FLKjell Brataas, Oslo NorwayCindy Parman, Powder Springs
GALynette Johnson, Irvine CAJen Card, Fairview OR And a special shoutout to Judy Powell and
Jeannie Shea for being, let’s see...proofreaders is not quite the right word...beta-testers for this
first-ever attempt at ePub and Kindle versions. IntroductionThe word he used was meshuga,
known by both Jews and non-Jews alike to mean “crazy.” And my father was looking right at me
when he said it. “You’re going to say that in the book?” “Actually, Dad, I’m going to say it in the
title.” “You must be meshuga!” And there you have either the most compelling reason to, or not
to, author a book without the assist of a large publishing house. I’ve written for Sybex Books,
Peachpit Press, Que Publishing, and several others, and I have the distinct impression that,
were I to have followed that path this time, you would now be holding a book in your hands of a
different name. Pretty good chance, also, that a vacuum cleaner would not grace its cover. My
reason for self-publishing was not because I sought an edgy title, although I do admit to enjoying
the shock value that comes along for the ride. I did so because of a seven-year-long frustration
with being asked (make that required) by traditional publishers to include in any book proposal a
clump of PowerPoint-centric topics that few in my intended audience find interesting. Let’s take a
poll of one: Do you need to be taught how to create a slide? Did you buy this book because you
don’t understand how to make a string of text bold or how to make the bullet square instead of
round? If you bought this book for its intended purpose, it’s because you have bigger
issues. Your weekly load has now exceeded 200 slides and you are beginning to feel like a slide
factory. Your presentations are not being received the way you were hoping they would and
you’re not sure why. You have good instincts but they need to be honed. Your co-worker messes



up your templates and you’re about to scream. Your boss creates the most dismally-ugly slides
and you don’t know what to do about it. Or maybe...just maybe, it is you who needs a refresher in
the principles of good presentation design. Really, the potential market for this book is plenty
vast without catering to the brand new user. How many horrible presentations did you sit through
last month? In the face of how many colleagues or potential vendors would you like to shove this
book and say “Here, please read this”? I remember the first time I experienced it. I refer, of
course, to the phenomenon we all know as Death by PowerPoint. The year was 1990, and three
representatives from a well-known public relations firm wanted my partner and me to pay them
$10,000 to help us market a series of seminars. They were smartly dressed, meticulously
coiffed, and perfectly eloquent, as they proceeded to bore us out of our minds with drivel about
value-added propositions, proactive initiatives, and positively-reinforced task-based
personalization. Every slide was read word for word, and each of us had a spiral-bound booklet
that duplicated the slides. Technically, this wasn’t Death by PowerPoint; the software had not yet
been invented. It was Death by Overhead Slide. Just as bad... Who should read this book? As
lead author, I would like to think that any presenter, presentation designer, or content creator in
the world would enjoy the pages of this book. The fact that I won’t try to convince you of that is a
sure sign that I have no future as a marketing consultant. From my annual conference and my on-
going work as a presentations consultant and coach, I have a pretty good sense of the typical
PowerPoint user. If I’m right, you fall into at least one of the following categories: You are thought
of as the Slide King or Queen of your department and are called upon to crank out untold
volumes of them. Getting the job done on time becomes your sole focus. You are a presentation
designer, where you have a bit more opportunity than the Slide King/Queen to consider the
aesthetic side of content creation, but every project given to you is due yesterday. You are on the
road a lot, giving sales presentations to audiences of various sizes. You have a well-worn
template that fits you like an old shoe, never mind that it was designed from a wizard back in the
1990s. You have gotten pretty good at swapping in new content for old, but have begun to
wonder what you are missing by not learning more about the application. You are an outside
consultant brought in to work with people in the marketing department who have absolutely no
idea how to refine a concept, crystallize an idea, or shape words into a message. You are hired
to help terrified public speakers learn not to throw up all over themselves when in front of an
audience. You work with the executives of your firm, and no matter how great the work is that you
give to them before they board their plane, by the time they touch down at their destination,
they’ve mauled your slide deck. You have worked your way into a position, created just for you, in
which your expertise as a presentation professional is genuinely appreciated. You are given
creative freedom and latitude, and are encouraged to cultivate your skills. That last example is
not fantasy; it only sounds too good to be true. There are just enough forward-thinking
organizations and skilled presentation professionals to create optimism for the community at
large. In fact, since our first edition, we have seen this trend quickening its pace. Even through
the economic downturn that began in 2009, many of us who act as presentation consultants



have seen an uptick in our businesses. Companies are indeed finally starting to get it. In order
for that community to grow and thrive, we need a universe of PowerPoint users who have moved
past, as we describe in the first chapter, their first 30 minutes of training. That is the thrust of this
work. You don’t need help with the basics of PowerPoint. You know your way around the
program. You need someone to speak frankly to you about the issues, the challenges, the joys,
and yes the perils associated with modern-day presentation creation and delivery. With this
book, I accept that challenge. How to use this book There’s an insulting headline for you; in fact,
though, electronic readers are still learning experiences, and not too many books with as much
rich media as this one have been converted. Proud authors like to insist that good books aren’t
used; they’re read. But we in fields of technology know better. We know how people use
computer books—lots of dog-eared pages, notes in the margin, table of contents brutalized—
and I’m fine with that. My hope, however, is that you do find it to be a good read. By design, it is
written very unevenly. Some chapters are just a few pages long, others close to 40. Some topics
we hammer and others we ignore. And I do not pretend that these 27 chapters are some sort of
sterile, objective listing of “advanced tips,” whatever that even means. This book is one person’s
view of the presentation community and the functions and nuances of PowerPoint that seem
particularly relevant. It is full of bias and subjectivity and you are invited to disagree with it at any
point. In fact, if you agree with everything that I say here, this book’s value is probably
diminished. In choosing my editors, it was practically a prerequisite that they disagree with me
on occasion. As a result, these pages alternate between first-person singular and plural enough
to drive a grammarian nuts. And that is my prerogative—there are times when I speak for the
team...there are times when I speak on behalf of a community of thousands. And there are times
when I feel as if I’m on Survivor’s Exile Island. It’s all good. But no book should be an island—it’s
challenging enough to ask static pages to cover a medium of motion, let alone virtual pages on
an electronic screen. And that is why we consider the book’s web site, , to be a full partner in this
endeavor. You’ll see our constant references to files that you can download, view, and dissect,
and most of the time, the filename mirrors the name of the particular figure or illustration. New to
this edition is a slew of QR codes sprinkled throughout the margins to enable smartphone and
iPad owners to more easily access supplemental content. We test scanned those codes directly
from a first-generation Kindle and an old Sony Reader so we are optimistic that your smartphone
can act as an able companion. To download a file, go to and find the file named after the figure
that represents it. We also made earnest attempts to make the electronic experience as
accommodating as possible, making all cross references live across the book and having
maintained as much image fidelity as possible. All images are zoomable on supporting readers,
so make sure to take advantage of that when necessary. There are no appendices to know
about and there is no particular order in which you need to read this. Part One is where we bring
the big hurt. We share our research and our conclusions about all that is wrong with the
presentations industry and the software that is at its helm. Hopefully before the onset of
depression, Part Two offers solutions to all of the pain we uncover in the chapters that precede it.



Part Three channels the inner designer in all of us, providing strategies and advice for those who
did not come to presentation from an art academy. Part Four is devoted to skills and techniques
that you can adopt to help you become a better public speaker, whether you are a natural at it or
not. And Part Five steps up the volume considerably and covers several truly advanced topics
and ideas in which you can indulge. What version do you need? In many cases, it matters little
what version of PowerPoint you use, and we encounter hundreds of presentation designers
every year still using Versions 2003 and XP. A good designer needs only a blank slide; a good
presenter could use a 1993 copy of Harvard Graphics. That said, we make the assumption that
you are using what we refer to as “modern versions” of PowerPoint—defined as versions 2007
and 2010 on the PC and 2008 and 2011 on the Mac. All of our screen images are of the
Windows version, but Mac users will find mostly seamless relevance to their experiences. And
when there are significant changes to discuss, we bring the conversation to version 2003 for
context. With Office 15 on the horizon, we wonder if the Fourth Edition will be right around the
corner! If I have written this book correctly, it will prove to be bad for my business as a
presentations consultant. A good chunk of my time as a hired gun is spent retraining, or
untraining, to be precise. Many of the people with whom I work have read the reference guide
and have taken some sort of introductory course, but never really learned any rules or guidelines
for using the software. By the time they bring me in, their slides often have dozens of unused
placeholders, text boxes with bullets stuffed into them, random applications of animation, and
multiple backgrounds. Before I can teach them anything new, I have to strip off all of the old. I
intend to provide you with the strategies, the techniques, and the tools for becoming completely
proficient with the projects that you need to produce. I intend to leave you with a more complete
understanding of how the program operates. And I intend for you to not have to rely upon
consultants like me as often. I guess you could say that this book attempts to reduce by half my
billable hours. Finally, the wonders of electronic publishing are numerous, chief among them the
agility with which we can print new versions...perhaps starring you. If you: a) have created a
presentation that illustrates a technique discussed herein; b) disagree with an assertion that we
make; c) have an alternative technique to propose; d) want to suggest a topic for us to cover or
expand upon; or e) just want to comment on a passage, please write to me at
ricka@betterpresenting.com. We will not hesitate to include noteworthy commentary in an
upcoming version, which, if sales go well, could be as early as next month... Part One: The
Pain This book is not about pessimism despite the somewhat bawdy title. In fact, I would argue
that this book explores the opposite: the ultimate message contained in these 300+ pages and
untold number of electronic screens is enabling and optimistic. Nonetheless, first there are dues
to pay. As countless experts on messaging will attest, good storytelling is often about first
identifying the pain. And as tennis great Martina Navratilova once said to me personally, “No
pain...no gain.” She was talking about physical fitness, not creating slides, but I couldn’t pass up
a chance to name drop... 1 – The 30-Minute Syndrome If only I could earn the proverbial nickel
for every time I have heard the following. It could be any setting in which the conversation might



turn to PowerPoint, which in my case is frequently. “Oh,” the person says, in response to almost
any remark made about the software. “PowerPoint is easy. I learned it in about a half hour.” Let’s
start by acknowledging that the statement is generally true: PowerPoint is not difficult to pick up
and begin using. Both of my daughters created slides for school projects before the age of 10,
and indeed, a reasonably astute grownup can begin making slides within 30 minutes. Microsoft
might have you believe that this is a virtue of the software. In fact, it is bad. It is very, very
bad. Who Are These People? Creating a presentation can be an extraordinarily creative
experience, but it rarely starts out that way. And that is because PowerPoint’s default settings are
not very creative and because most PowerPoint users do not come to the software from a
creative field. They start out elsewhere in the Office suite. They are Excel crunchers, Outlook
gurus, Access junkies. They are used to software with a steeper learning curve and a point of
entry that requires much more effort before they can do much of anything. When they encounter
PowerPoint and discover that they can begin using the program with effect in less than an hour,
they are like kids with new toys. But again, this is not a good thing; it’s a bad thing. These people
declare themselves proficient after their requisite 30 minutes of training. These same people
who get really good at their 30-minute skill set call themselves advanced users. And those who
teach it to others are considered gods. But they don’t get beyond those first 30 minutes of skills.
And then they go forth and commit high crimes against innocent businesspeople everywhere.
Death by PowerPoint. We point our finger of accusation at both of the two main camps that we
speak to in this book: those who create presentation content and those who deliver
presentations. Often, one person wears both hats, but there is plenty of blame to go around.
Inexperienced content creators and ill-equipped presenters both contribute to the poor
reputation endured by the software and the presentation industry in general. The creative
disconnectMissing from the equation, of course, is the creative component. And you can’t fault
the typical number-crunching, word-processing Office user for not grasping that. These software
programs are tools, wielded to perform tasks. You learn the tool well enough to perform the task,
you go home for the day, and what happens in the cubicle stays in the cubicle. But PowerPoint is
different. With PowerPoint, you practice your craft in public, and this craft is forever linked with
death and taxes as the three things humans fear most. This is much more than the converted
Excel user bargained for. It’s possible, make that likely, that she had no experience at all
speaking before a group; she simply taught herself how to make bullet slides. And herein lies the
biggest disconnect of all. The company that this innocent Excel-cum-PowerPoint user works for
might spend millions of dollars on its brand: expensive design firms to create glossy
brochures...P.R. firms with lots of names on their door, hired to spin messages...high-powered
marketing firms to ensure maximum exposure. And this same company then sends someone out
with 30 minutes of training to make what will likely be a company’s first impression: the sales call
in the boardroom. Why Is This Happening? In the 1990s, Canada’s Corel Corporation was flying
high in the graphics world, owning the most heralded and most popular graphics program
around, CorelDRAW. Back in 1993, Version 4.0 added two programs to the suite: Chart and



Show, to facilitate the creation and animation of charts and graphs. They went nowhere, they
were full of bugs, and most Draw users ignored them. Two years later, they were out of the suite,
banished to small footnotes in the history of a smallish software maker. But a few users did
dabble with them and their creations were quite impressive, as you can see in Figure 1.1. They
were like nothing that any PowerPoint slide or Harvard Graphics chart (remember that?) ever
produced. This was perhaps the first time that a presentation tool was placed into the hands of a
creative professional, and this little story from the past speaks volumes about the dilemma that
the presentation community faces today. The issue is two-pronged: People are thrust into a
position of being the company’s creative force even though they do not have a background in the
arts or come from a creative field. Those who do have a creative background and are capable of
producing excellent work with PowerPoint don’t have a place in their company’s org chart. I
would also like a nickel for every time that I have met a PowerPoint user with an obscure and
obtuse title, or simply the “admin.” Not to impugn in any way the workforce of administrative
professionals; the title does not and should not imply that a graphically talented person is
holding the position. Companies have simply not made enough of an effort to identify, define,
and cultivate the role of the presentation professional. Therefore, it usually is assigned in
haphazard fashion to anyone willing to step up to the plate, including the person who is simply
good with Microsoft Office. Figure 1.1: Corel’s charting program was ahead of its time and not
ready for prime time, but the graphic artists and illustrators who dabbled with it back in 1993
produced some very nice work. On readers that support it, zoom in on this and all other images
by highlighting it and clicking your Select button Have I described you yet? Odds are, I’m in
trouble one way or the other. If I have identified you as the person thrust into the role of
PowerPoint jockey, I’ve either offended you or made you defensive. If you are the creative
professional honing your craft with presentations, I’ve reminded you of your biggest frustration
and now you’re mad at me for that. There’s pain in this part of the book for me, too. There’s hope
for all of us...but we’re not yet done with the pain. In other words, if I didn’t offend you in this
chapter, I have several more opportunities upcoming. 2 – The Cram-Everything-In
Obsession Did you watch Super Size Me, the 2004 documentary on overeating at McDonald’s?
(“A film of epic portions.”) Both of my daughters vowed that they would never eat another Big
Mac again, and one of them actually kept that vow across several years (she’s in college now, so
all bets are off). It espouses one of America’s most robust sentiments: bigger is better, and more
is more better. I remember watching an episode of The Apprentice, where a handsome, well-
dressed twenty-something young professional pleaded his case to Donald Trump by reciting
every business slogan he could possibly think of, as fast as he possibly could, interspersed with
the robotic “I’ll be great for your organization, Mr. Trump” at every breath. And it worked: Trump
fired the other guy. This is a very real phenomenon in today’s culture—the sense that it’s better to
say everything than risk forgetting to say the one thing that you really need to say. And nowhere
is this more evident than in the typical slides that project onto the whiteboards and white screens
of companies everywhere.This plays out in a fairly predictable way by those who prepare their



own slides for a presentation: They sit down at their desk. They open PowerPoint. They start
thinking of every point that they need to make. Soon they start thinking of how they are going to
make each point. End result: they have written a speech. I want to be fair here: If you have little or
no experience speaking before a group of people, you have no idea that this is the wrong
approach to take. This might seem like a perfectly logical way to prepare: write down what you
want to say and then say it. And hey, there’s this software program that will show you everything
that you’ve written down, so your audience can see it, too. How cool is that? This might not be
such a bad proposition for the uninitiated public speaker; as we all know, it’s a horrible
proposition for her audience. The woman from Arizona probably thought she was on the right
track when she perpetrated the slide shown in Figure 2.1. It said everything she wanted to
say. Figure 2.1: This slide says everything the speaker wants to say, so what’s the problem? No
question about it: one of today’s most acute pain points is when speakers use their slides as
notes. In many cases, it is because they have no idea that the Notes view exists, and even if they
do, they simply don’t know any better. Message crafting is not part of their resume. This leads to
the first of several universal axioms that we will put forth across these pages. It is Universal
Axiom No. 2 and it goes like this: If a slide contains complete sentences, it is practically
impossible for even the most accomplished presenters to avoid reading them word for
word. Watch for it the next time you attend a presentation: the more verbiage a slide contains,
the more likely is the speaker to read all of it. Talk about your double-whammy. We discuss
strategies to work around this in Chapter 20, and they are important, because Universal Axiom
No. 2 leads directly into Universal Axiom No. 3: When you read your slides word for word, you
sound like an idiot. Figure 2.2 is the result of a five-minute makeover. We did nothing more than
parse out the main ideas and add a rule. If you take 10 seconds, you’ll get the gist of what this
presentation is about, but you probably would not have invested even one second trying to sift
through the original slide. Figure 2.2: What a difference five minutes can make. You might
actually stop and read this slide now. More important, we might stand a chance of hearing the
real person come out if she speaks to the second slide, as opposed to the drone who would
have read the first slide. Gone is the compulsion to recite the slide verbatim; now she’ll have to
actually collect her thoughts. Scary? Perhaps at first. But this five-minute slide makeover will also
turn her into a better presenter. But we’re getting ahead of ourselves. First, more pain... 3 – Look
at Me!!It was the fall of 2003 and life as I knew it was about to change forever. We were in Tucson
AZ for the debut of the Presentation Summit, the annual conference that I have hosted for over a
decade, and PowerPoint expert Glen Millar had traveled from Australia to lead a session on
animation. Glen is a brilliant crafter of presentations who has dreamed up and forgotten more
techniques than you or I will learn in our lifetimes. Glen was upfront about what he was about to
show his audience. “You’re about to see some really gratuitous stuff here,” he said in his Down
Under drawl, to which the audience laughed. “In order to discover the potential of what the
software can do, sometimes you just have to experiment.” With similar irreverence, the slide was
entitled “Absolute Nonsense,” and it looked like Figure 3.1. You’ll want to take a trip to the



whypptsucks.com web site and download to see what Glen showed his audience that day.
Gears turning, pistons pumping, paddles flapping, balls bouncing...all controlled by PowerPoint
animation. Figure 3.1: When the audience saw Glen’s animation contraption in 2003, their lives
changed. They saw an entirely new dimension to the potential of attracting the attention of their
audience.To download any of the files referenced in this book, point your browser to and find the
file by its figure number. Depending upon your browser, you might be prompted to choose
between opening the file in your browser window or downloading it. In most cases, we
recommend downloading the file to your computer and opening it in PowerPoint. Each of the
elements on this slide are carefully timed to become part of a working, almost organic, system of
motion. Most in the audience had never seen anything like this and had never considered the
use of animation in this way. If you look up epiphany in the dictionary, it really should reference
Glen’s October 18, 2003 workshop on animation. The buzz lasted all day; I knew, however, the
impact of this presentation would be more lasting. And I was a bundle of conflict. After all, what
better advertisement for a conference in its rookie season than 200 disciples returning to their
colleagues and saying, “I can’t wait to show you what I learned at the Presentation Summit!” But
the specter loomed of those same disciples returning to their places of work and wasting not a
moment finding an occasion to use their new skills. This tendency is remarkably human and cuts
across all disciplines and all ages. My wife Becky and I can remember as if it happened
yesterday the moment that our six-month-old daughter Erica discovered that she could flex a
muscle in her throat and emit a sound. The cause and effect relationship was captivating to her
and nothing short of a tranquilizer would stop her from demonstrating her new skill that night.
And I’ll show you the very essay in which our other daughter Jamie, then in third grade,
discovered adjectives. In software parlance, I refer to this as use of a feature based on recency
of discovery, not appropriateness to the task. You use it because you just learned it. Rounded
corners on rectangles back in the desktop publishing boom of 1986…dressing up your C:\>
prompt in 1988…drop shadows in 1993…related database fields in 1997…Excel pivot tables in
2000…and “Absolute Nonsense” in 2003. The urge to place into operation that which you have
just learned might be one of the finest human traits ever. Imagine the innovation that has come
from this tendency and the advances across all disciplines and pursuits. Intellectual curiosity is a
wonderful thing; watching it play out in human achievement is even more wonderful. Unless, of
course, you practice your craft in public. Then it has potentially lasting implications of a different
sort. You can usually tell when a person has just learned, say, how to make bullets go dim after
appearing, or how to make a title fly in letter by letter, or how a motion path can turn static
objects into ambulatory ones. When you see the effect in action, but it has no context or purpose
whatsoever, there’s a good chance that recency of discovery is the driving force behind its use. I
should note that we who considered ourselves Glen’s colleagues that day were not left out of the
epiphany. When he showed a little-known trick of hiding the background and showing pieces of it
through other objects (see Figure 3.2), he sent us all scurrying to our notepads or
notebooks. Figure 3.2: Even the experts at the Presentation Summit learned something new



when Glen Millar showed how to place a photo on the background, cover it up with a full-sized
rectangle, create an object on top of the rectangle (the ellipse), and fill it with the background
image. The insatiably curious among our readers can deconstruct this cool technique by
downloadingTo this day, many of us on that debut teaching team in 2003 still look for excuses to
use this background trick, even if it is not suitable to the context of the presentation. We too
cannot always resist saying “Look at me!” in public. By its nature, PowerPoint is an extroverted
activity. People turn to it for the purpose of communication—often in person, often to large
audiences. You put your ego on the line when you do this, so it helps to have a sturdy and
healthy one. In fact, showing off is almost part of the essential nature of the discipline and should
not be viewed as a necessarily negative trait. But there are right ways and wrong ways to get
attention, and there must always be purpose behind it. This chapter’s pain is brought to you by
the compulsion to add gimmicks to PowerPoint-driven presentations when there is no legitimate
reason to do so. The fact that you just learned how to do it does not change anything. If it doesn’t
contribute to the message, it has no place on your slides. Let’s say that again:If it doesn’t
contribute to your message, it has no place on your slides! Chapter 13 discusses some of the
healthier ways to show off in public. 4 – Is Your Message Upside-Down? When you enter a room
to give a presentation, what are you thinking and feeling? Are you comfortable? How will
audience members perceive you? Will they like you? What can you say about yourself to instill
confidence in them? How can you credential yourself right from the start? If you actually address
these questions, it could mean that you are one of the millions of people speaking before groups
who just doesn’t get it. It could mean that you are guilty of sending a message to your audience
that is completely upside-down. That’s pretty harsh, you might say—all you were doing is caring
what your audience thinks about you. How did that turn into such an unpardonable sin? Read on
to learn about one of the most common misconceptions about presentations today and one of
the least understood dynamics. It might compel you to take an entirely different approach to your
presentation content and delivery. Or it might cause you to swear at me and throw your
electronic reader across the room. That’s okay, too... It’s All About Whom? “Hello, my name is
Susan Sorenson, and today I’m going to talk to you about my five-step approach to home loans
and how it has become the talk of the industry. First, let me tell you a bit about myself and my
business...” If you are like most, you have probably heard openings like that dozens of times, and
perhaps you have employed something similar during your own presentations. It is as common
as coffee; it has become the accepted backdrop for modern-day presentations. And it is all
wrong. Let’s imagine Susan’s audience entering the room for this seminar. Do you suppose that
a single one of them is looking forward to getting to know her? Are they hoping to become
friends with her? Not likely. They are probably wondering what they need to do to stay in their
homes! They are expecting to learn something that can help them through these difficult
financial times. They are seeking help with their own situation. “Hello, my name is Susan
Sorenson, and I know why you’re here...” Unless your mother is in your audience, you can’t
expect that anybody enters the room caring a lick about you. Forgive the candor, but it’s simply



not their job or their place to. They have their own issues and their own concerns, and your
welfare is not likely to be one of them. It’s not their job to care about you; it’s your job to care
about them. It is your job to understand, recognize, appreciate, and connect with the issues and
concerns that they have. “Hello, my name is Susan Sorenson, and I know why you’re here. You’re
afraid of losing your home, aren’t you? I don’t blame you—my sister just lost hers and I live with
her pain nightly.” Notice how different the focus is between this intro and the one at the top of the
page. In the first one, our fictional speaker tells her audience how (1) she is going to talk about
(2) her approach to lending, but first (3) she is going to talk about (4) herself and (5) her
business. You have probably become so accustomed to the standard opening that you no longer
notice, and you’ve probably witnessed a few hundred times the presentation that begins like the
one in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1: If these three slides are batting leadoff in your slide deck, it tells
your audience members that you care more about how great your organization is than you do
about their welfare. There is nothing wrong with having slides like this in your deck, but what
does it say about you if these are the first three slides after the title slide? What does it say about
your priorities and your ability to connect with your audience? At a minimum, it certainly does not
convey to your audience members that you identify with their concerns or that you understand
their pain. And yet, few things in the world of presentation are more important than that.
Apologies in advance if you read this more than once; I’ll probably write it a dozen
times: Audience members rarely make decisions to act based on what they hear or see. They
act on what they feel. The gut guides them more than the brain. In order to create an emotional
connection with them, you have to show that you understand and care about them. You do that
by talking about them, not about yourself. “Hello, my name is Susan Sorenson, and I know why
you’re here. You’re afraid of losing your home, aren’t you? I don’t blame you—my sister almost
lost hers and I live with her pain nightly. “I know this concerns you; it concerns me too. You’re
going to get answers today, this is certain. But you also will be comforted and encouraged to
learn that you can do something to improve your situation. In addition to the tactics and
strategies that we will discuss, you should leave here feeling that your future is within your
control.” This opening creates a fundamentally different feeling among the audience—it is at the
core of an audience-centric message, which is what you should aspire to deliver every single
time you speak in public. The promised land for you is this: instead of you offering up your
credentials on Slide 2 and your customer list on Slide 3, your audience members become so
compelled by your message that they want to know these things and they ask you about them
during Q&A. At that point, seeing how they asked, you click a hyperlink on the slide (see Chapter
25 to learn how) and call up those credentialing slides. It does not take a Sally Field (“you really
like me!”) moment to understand that people want to be liked. If you are a living, breathing
person, you would prefer for your audience members to like you, respect you, care about you,
etc. You get there not by credentialing yourself, but by showing them those same emotions and
feelings that you would like them to show you. If you show that you care about them, they’ll care
about you. That is the order in which this must happen. 5 – Bitter Backgrounds As we continue



through the sources of pain, annoyance, and angst around presentation content, we note the
cruel irony of the fate that all too often befalls the skilled presenter with engaging content. What
could go wrong with that scenario, you ask? How about slide backgrounds that drown out the
content on them? Indeed, little is more frustrating than slides that could have legitimate appeal
but cannot be easily read. If you know that a presentation is terrible, you can leave the room or
start texting your friends (“lol, omg this sux ur lucky ur not here...l8r”). When the speaker is good
and the content actually interesting, it could be even more frustrating when the visuals work
against him or her. Invariably, this happens when content creators louse up with their
backgrounds, and this usually can be traced to a fundamental lack of understanding about what
makes a good background. Backgrounds Shouldn’t Be in the Foreground We can put this entire
problem to rest with one sentence: Put black type against a white background. Done. Problem
solved. Stop reading, go home. If you’re already home, go out to a movie. In the history of
presentations, no deal has ever been lost, no contract not awarded, no grant not granted
because a presenter used black text on a white background. It’s the ultimate chicken soup for
PowerPoint: it could never hurt you. At the same time, we pundits have been telling you that
photos can make a world of difference for your presentations, so it’s no surprise that many of you
choose to integrate them into the backgrounds of your slides. And today, you all have digital
cameras; you’re all content creators. The problem is that sometimes you choose photos that are
too good! Witness Figure 5.1. This is a well-composed photo of a Silicon Valley building—nice
angle, very cutting edge and modern. It would vibrate well with today’s businessperson. Figure
5.1: Great photo, lousy background. I would love to use it in a presentation...I could envision
burning type into it for dramatic effect...I might pan across it...I could even set it to music. But I
wouldn’t use it as my presentation’s background, certainly not in its present form. It steals the
show; it refuses to stay in the background. It does the one thing that you don’t want your
background to do: it takes attention away from your foreground—your text. Once you do that,
you’re done. Now if the photo is the message, that’s different. If the photo conveys your message
without the need for lengthy text, that’s the holy grail of presenting! But that doesn’t happen very
often, and most of us need to be content with integrating a photo with our text-based
message. Looking for Contrast in All the Wrong Places Integrating standard bullets into this
photo would be exceedingly difficult. Where would you put them? Figure 5.2 shows the folly of
trying to approach this design from a conventional perspective—there’s no traditional layout that
is going to give you readability. Figure 5.2: This photo has too much contrast and too many
points of interest. Bullets don’t stand a chance and you cannot pick any one color of text that
would have sufficient contrast against this photo. The culprit here is contrast and it is the single
most misunderstood concept among those just starting to get experience blending imagery with
standard PowerPoint content. If you had to sit through 30 slides that looked like this one, you
wouldn’t care if the speaker was the incarnation of Albert Einstein. You’d tune out. The most
important interplay between foreground and background is contrast. In short, you want a lot of it!
You want dark text against a light background or vice-versa. People who had this mantra



hammered into their heads sometimes go on auto-pilot and hear the singular message “look for
high contrast.” They find photos with high contrast and then get frustrated when their designs
don’t work properly. A photo that has high contrast is going to fight against your efforts to create
appropriate contrast between foreground and background, and Figure 5.2 illustrates this
problem perfectly. In order for you to rely on your background photo to provide good contrast
with your foreground content, that photo itself must have low contrast. As a commentator to the
presentation community, I love that content creators are beginning to integrate visuals into their
work. And as with any other discipline, there are right ways and wrong ways to do this. See
Chapter 12 for an in-depth exploration of integrating photos, mastering contrast, and
understanding transparency. 6 – The Scourge of Custom Animation There I sat, not three feet
away, and I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. I the consultant, he the client, trying to determine
the best course of action with a slide whose content was not communicating the right
message. “It seems that we’re not quite getting to the central point,” I said to him. “It’s not just that
you save your customers time, they also benefit from a sales team that speaks a dozen different
languages. I think we need to drive that point home with more strength.” I swear I’m not making
this up, his response to me: “How about if we make those bullets fly in when I say
it?” “________”“Rick? Are you okay?” Okay, so that last part of the exchange was made up. I
didn’t actually go comatose. No doubt, though, a camera focused on me would have captured a
look of utter bewilderment at the notion that gratuitous animation applied to a clump of words
was actually the answer. However poorly this reflected on my client’s sensibilities, it was even
more insulting to his theoretical audience whom he hoped would be persuaded to take action as
a result of bullets flying onto the screen. That, in one 30-second exchange, sums up an
international obsession. We prefer television to radio, movies to books, and slides that move to
ones that don’t. We learned this at our first conference when the seminar on animation
overflowed into the hotel foyer; now we offer that session in the general ballroom that can hold
over 200 and we don’t even consider offering any other seminars at the same time. The irony of
this situation is delicious. Earnest PowerPoint users are so completely taken with animation, they
would gladly stand in the back of a hotel ballroom for 60 minutes in the hope of picking up a new
trick or two. And at the same time, every single poll ever taken about PowerPoint’s most
annoying characteristics (Google “PowerPoint” and “annoying” to see how many polls have
actually been conducted) lists bad animation in the top five, without fail. This much is clear:
whatever skills we learn in those first 30 minutes of training, restraint and good taste with
animation do not seem to be among them. Your Audience is at Your Mercy There is a reason why
this topic strikes such a raw nerve among those who suffer through poorly-crafted presentations,
and to understand it, we will now introduce Universal Axiom No. 1: When something moves on
screen, your audience has no choice but to watch it.This is a response that occurs at a
subconscious level. We are like moths drawn to a light; we cannot help ourselves. In response to
a skeptic at a recent seminar, I prepared the following experiment. I stood off to the side of the
room, about 20 feet from the screen, and began to talk about this topic. In mid-sentence, careful



not to take my eyes off of the audience, I sent a gear flying across the screen, just as you see in
Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1: For better or for worse, you have no choice but to watch objects as they
move on screen. Everyone looked.“Hey, I’m over here,” I said playfully, as the audience returned
their gaze to me. Five seconds later, a photo that was on screen suddenly drifted off. Everyone
looked.“You see what I mean? You can’t help it!” At that point, I had a smiley face appear and
disappear in a blink. There wasn’t enough time for anyone to take their eyes off of me, but they
all still saw the flashing ellipse in their peripheral vision and responded by looking over. Everyone
laughed and I knew that I had made my point. Your Covenant with the Audience This implies a
tremendous obligation on our part as presenters and content creators. Our industry needs its
own variation of the Hippocratic Oath: Above all, we shall practice no excess. Sidebar -- How
Much is Too Much?If we know that our audience is compelled to track movement on the slide, it
is incumbent on us to make sure that we use that power wisely and responsibly. We must treat it
like a sacred covenant. That rarely happens.More likely, inexperienced PowerPoint users apply
animation in knee-jerk fashion. If they haven’t applied animation to something on the slide, they
feel as if they haven’t done their jobs. Our creative editor, Sandra Johnson, was told this quite
succinctly by the CEO of a large corporation: “The slide is incomplete without animation.” I don’t
have to go further than a nearby bedroom, the one occupied by my 16-year-old daughter, to
witness this dynamic first-hand. We live in an environment in which multimedia distractions are
part of the background noise. I truly believe that today’s teenagers feel somehow dysfunctional
without them. It seems that we have created that same environment for our presentations. If a
slide consists solely of bullets, we are compelled to animate them. An otherwise ordinary ruling
line below a title is inflated in importance by a Fly In From Left. Slide transitions can’t just fade;
they must dissolve. We have created the implication that if an object just sits there, it must not be
very important. It must move; it must exude some level of energy. And every time we do it, the
members of our audience are compelled to watch, whether they want to or not. Figure 6.2: Does
Microsoft think that catering to this type of attitude will result in better presentations? Watch the
video:Who’s to blame for this? The finger can be pointed in many directions, and one of them
has to be toward Microsoft’s creative team. A recent promo for Windows 7 shows a dad and a
son at the kitchen table, one working on a presentation, the other doing homework. The kid
looks over to see the dad creating chart junk, and in the blink of an eye, turns the chart into a
rock concert. Members of LinkedIn groups and Facebook pages devoted to effective
presentation content were mortified. Exercising restraint with animation is not easy, as
thousands of annoyed members of PowerPoint audiences each day will readily attest. And of all
of the characteristics that define pain, misused animation is one of the most important to avoid.
When you use animation gratuitously, you call into question your own sensibility. This
undermines your entire reason for being in front of an audience. Chapters 13 and 14 perform
deep dives into animation. Please come back and read this chapter before starting in on either of
them. Sidebar -- How Much is Too Much? Some animations are worse than others, and now you
know the barometer by which it should be measured: are audience members forced to track



motion across the slide? The ones that move the most are the most potentially intrusive. We
have prepared the Official Rick Altman Pain Scale for you, to be consulted whenever you feel the
urge to make something move:AnimationFrom / ToPain Quotient(5 is the worst) Boomerang,
Spiral, SwivelAnywhere6FlyFrom side to side 5FlyFrom bottom to top 4Zoom
OutAnywhere4FlyFrom left edge to one inch onto the slide 3Zoom InAnywhere3Wipe Slowlyn/
a2Wipe Quicklyn/a0Click <Back> to return to chapter.7 – Can PowerPoint Make You
Stupid? One of the most inflammatory ideas circulating among PowerPoint skeptics has
received quite a bit of credible press in the past decade. In a widely-circulated 2004 article, New
York Times columnist Clive Thompson all but blamed the space shuttle Columbia accident on
the use of PowerPoint. ().And the ever-bombastic Edward Tufte has essentially made a living out
of attributing many of society’s communication problems to Microsoft’s venerable slide-making
tool. It’s hard to imagine that a software program could be credited with something as profound
as affecting one’s intellect, but read on—there is a real dynamic at work here, making up the final
chapter identifying PowerPoint pain. Where Good Ideas Go to Die Several years ago, my friend
Lon came to me for assistance with a keynote address he was giving to a group of professional
tennis teachers. These teachers were working with some of the most talented junior players in
Northern California, so they were well beyond teaching the fundamentals of tennis. Their jobs
were to turn these kids into seasoned athletes, help them land college scholarships, and maybe
prepare them for professional tennis. Lon had some innovative ideas to share with these
teachers about how to turn kids with raw talent into strong competitors and winners. His
concepts were novel and bold about helping exceptionally talented athletes reach beyond their
potential. I’m an avid tennis player and loved talking with him. When his ideas were flowing, he
was a joy to listen to. Over a beer, he was amazing, fluent with such heady concepts as the ideal
performance state, living in the present moment, and his most novel theory, having to do with
calming the mind to maximize the body’s energy. Lon needed to distill all of his wonderful ideas
into a 45-minute after-dinner talk, and he wanted to show me the PowerPoint slides that he had
created so far. My first reaction surprised him. “Why do you need to show slides?” “I’m sure that
they’re expecting it.” “I’m expecting you to do the unexpected.” Once he untangled himself from
my circular argument, he insisted that slides would make his talk go smoother. He was wrong.
Figure 7.1 showed his weak attempt to fit his thoughts onto a bullet slide. It sounded like mumbo-
jumbo, something his ideas never did when he spoke about them informally. Worse, when he
practiced his speech with his slides, he found himself trying to explain the meaning of the words
on the slides, instead of just sharing the thoughts in his head. I call this “going on defense” and it
is a sure sign that you are at risk for committing Death by PowerPoint. Figure 7.1: Can this slide
help a coach talk to other coaches? Not likely... Ultimately, I convinced Lon to go with Figure 7.2
instead. His ideas were more than enough to carry the hour; all he needed were a good image to
evoke an emotional response and a few talking points. And when he realized that his original
slides were doing him no good, he decided to forego slides altogether. Good call, Lon. Figure
7.2: This slide did not inhibit Lon’s ability to articulate his thoughts. This was a classic example of



good ideas getting torpedoed by PowerPoint. Lon’s ideas were far too nuanced to be contained
within one title and three bullet points. Most good ideas can’t survive such a boiling down, yet
that is the default medium for sharing ideas in public. When smart people try to represent their
good ideas with such a limiting medium, they come off sounding less smart. PowerPoint does
indeed dumb them down. One chapter from now, you will read about my prescribed “three-word
challenge”—a call to distill long bullets down to short ones. This might sound like a contradiction
to the point I am making here, and it certainly won’t be the last time you feel that way. I will
explain the difference more fully then; for now, I will specify that the danger here is trying to use
bullets to explain an idea, instead of just represent it. Talking Points Can Create Talking
Heads Unless presenters practice with their material and with the medium, even simple and
succinct bullets can derail them. I witnessed a good example of this while watching a volleyball
match on ESPN. (Two sports anecdotes in one chapter? Get used to it—ask anyone who knows
me: sports is my metaphor for everything in life.) Calling the action were Chris Marlowe, an
experienced play-by-play professional, and Vince, a former Olympic player. Each of them was
required, at various times during the broadcast, to comment on a statistic or a notable fact being
displayed in a graphic. One of Vince’s assignments was to discuss the factors that he thought
were significant during a particular match. The graphic displayed three items: return of serve,
ability to set a double-block, and free-ball passing. With only a few months of experience as a
television commentator and no formal training or background, Vince did nothing more than read,
word for word, the three items in the graphic. He would have done far better if he were instructed
to describe, in his own words, the three key elements of the match. The audience didn’t need to
see the graphic, but when ESPN showed it, it paralyzed Vince, reducing him to a cue-card
reader. Chris Marlowe is much more experienced in these matters. The graphic he was asked to
elaborate on showed how many times UCLA, the top-ranked team in the nation at the time, had
come back to win after the other team had reached game point. While the graphic showed the
percentages and statistics, Marlowe said, “You don’t win four championships in six years without
playing the big points well, and here is why so many consider UCLA to be one of history’s most
successful teams.” Now that’s the way to speak to bullet points! Marlowe didn’t insult his
audience’s literacy by reading the graphic. Instead, he made the moment greater than the sum
of its parts by telling us something more than just the raw facts. Even though he is on live
television and the stakes are high, Marlowe actually has an advantage over the person giving a
speech. As a play-by-play announcer, Marlowe does not know what is about to happen, he does
not work off of a script, and often he doesn’t have any idea what he is going to say next. That
promotes spontaneity and creativity, two of the most important ingredients of good public
speaking. While inexperienced with talking points, Vince proved to be an acute analyst of the
game. When allowed to simply react to what he was watching, he was articulate, relaxed, and
confident. I suspect there are many executives and corporate speechmakers who are like Lon or
Vince: astute, well-spoken, but ultimately hampered by the implicit (or explicit) requirement that
all high-tech speeches be accompanied by a PowerPoint slide show. I had lunch recently with a



Silicon Valley-based executive and he summed up the situation perfectly. First, he
acknowledged that most of his colleagues are too busy to spend more than a half-hour working
on their slides. “Is it so important that they have slides?” I asked. “Today,” he replied, “you can’t
give a talk in this business without showing slides.” “But what can you do in 30 minutes?” “Copy
and paste your notes into the bullet holders.” “But if you just turn your notes into slides, your
slides will be the same as what you say.” “That’s right.”“That’s sad.”“That’s right.”You can’t give a
talk today without showing slides. Those are some of the most distressing words I have ever
heard. Too busy to spend more than 30 minutes on their slides. Executives with good speaking
skills don’t necessarily need slides as they speak, and if they do, their slides should elaborate on
their ideas, not repeat them. And executives who lack speaking skills make the situation worse
with bad slides that compel them to read their speech instead of deliver it. 
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Ebook Library Reader, “Fun and usable book even for PowerPoint junkies. GREAT book. It's
entertaining, practical, and has a variety of before/after looks at slides. It's almost a reality show
about PowerPoint, presentations, and how to make them better. Not to overstate--it's inspiring!
Rick--after reading the book twice, I feel as if I know him personally--does a good job of
reminding us that PowerPoint is the vehicle, but the presenter is the driver. So ultimately a good
or bad presentation is what the speaker makes of it. He shows how to design and create slides
that bring out the best in presenters while keeping the audience interested.Admittedly I'm a bit of
a PowerPoint junkie. I enjoy using PowerPoint to create something I want to present, not read.
The book motivated me to create my own before/after slides, and I'm hoping to get more
colleagues to do the same. Like many companies, we're drowning in slides, and yet as slides
multiply, they seem to get worse, not better. Rick provided impetus to rethink slides, to simplify
them, and to DESIGN not just create. He provided some techniques that I had been vaguely
aware of but had not used. Now they have become part of my slide design repertoire. He also
had a few tips and tricks that I had not known (or had forgotten), so I'm a better PowerPoint
junkie as a result.At the same time, for those who are not as comfortable with PowerPoint or who
had used older versions, the book offers detailed information on how to accomplish impressive
effects without a lot of effort.So, the bottom line.... The book is useful whether you create
PowerPoint presentations or present them, whether you're an accomplished PowerPoint 2010
user or not. You will learn some good presenting techniques. You will probably wince as you see
some of the "before" slides and think, "Oh no, those look like some of mine!"  And you'll have fun.”

Rex Castle, “Exceptional, fun read. There are other books out there a bit similar to Mr. Altman's
"Why Most PowerPoint Presentations Suck and How You Can Make Them Better." "Beyond
Bullet Points" comes to mind. And I'd commend both these works to anyone's reading. Altman
just writes a fun, engaging and instructive work. It's easy to read and filled with idea after idea
after idea. It's one of my "must haves" for any of us in this world of public speaking, aspiring to be
in that world, or simply dreading an upcoming presentation to our business class.”

Esperanza Andrade, “Trying to get my whole comapny to read. I bought this book for pointers as
I prepare for my first solo presentation at a national conference. The title caught me because I
was really feeling like my draft already sucked! I am in a design profession so I felt like I had
already been doing things with PowerPoint that others, including making wedding invitations
and, I have a good graphic eye for color, and proportion. So I'm already ahead of the game, yes?
Nevertheless, I learned lots of tricks in the first few chapters that are pretty exciting for a long
time user and lover of the software.I higly recommend this read for those of you who think you
have PowerPoint presentations under your belt. Reading it definately won't hurt the precious
master presentation you were planning on using . . . again.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Great book on creating slides.. A very informative book on creating
PowerPoint slide decks. I got a great deal of off it nearly all the information contained is still
relevant to PowerPoint 2016/365 but the advice provided on creating clear slides that convey
your message applies across all versions. A recommended read that will make you look loIke a
pro.”

Ceit, “Awesome Book on PowerPoint. I bought the Kindle version of the book. The website listed
in the book offers supplemental pdfs. The book really gets the point, and you will find the
information relevant and helpful.”

MB, “Pretty good book; good general advice. Pretty good book about common PPT problems
and pitfalls. The title is also super catchy. I felt like I got one or two takeaways that have improved
my presentation. I was hoping for a little more in the way of quick tips about image manipulation
or perhaps case studies - particularly for scientific or educational presentations.”

Nutrition Watchbird, “Five Stars. Just as described and quick delivery.”

Asha, “Go-to resource for PowerPoint users. This book will overturn all the concepts you ever
had about the best way to develop and deliver presentations. Especially meant for those of us
who have been doing PowerPoints forever, and are now stuck in a rut.The author's easy style of
writing, and humorous way of putting across his points, make this a "must-read" book.”

Matthias Poller, “In der Tat sehr Hilfreich!. Selbst nach kurzem Überlesen waren die Ergebnisse
deutlich besser. Kann das Buch uneingeschränkt empfehlen. Das Publikum wird es dem
Vortragenden danken. :-)”

The book by Rick Altman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 34 people have provided feedback.

Part One: The Pain 1 – The 30-Minute Syndrome 2 – The Cram-Everything-In Obsession 3 –
Look at Me!! 4 – Is Your Message Upside-Down? 5 – Bitter Backgrounds 6 – The Scourge of
Custom Animation 7 – Can PowerPoint Make You Stupid? Part Two: The Solution 8 – Surviving
Bullets 9 – Thriving with Masters and Layouts 10 – The Theory Of the Theme 11 – Creating
Shows Within Your Show 12 – The Art of Transparency 13 – Thriving with Animation 14 – More
with Animation Part Three: Survival Skills for the Non-Designer 15 – The Meaning Of Design 16
– Too Much Text! 17 – Designing Presentations for Remote Delivery 18 – It’s Nice to Share 19 –
Real-World Makeovers Part Four: Death, Taxes, and Public Speaking 20 – Better than Bullets 21
– Fighting Nerves 22 – Working the Room 23 – Thoughts From The Experts Part Five: Working
Smarter, Presenting Better 24 – Creating a Smarter Interface 25 – Creating Intelligent
Presentations 26 – Fabulous Photos 27 – Junk & Miscellany
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